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Instructions for fitting a fan shaft motor    
 
Whilst the motor remains the same – there are two versions of fan shaft 
connections.  Identify which oven you are attending.  
 
Latest version from 2017                                   Older style pre 2017  
Fixed 3 pin coupling      Rubber cross coupling  
  

 
 

On all ovens; 

 

1. Drain the fat separator and floors of oven of any water to avoid excess water coming 

from the oven during fan motor replacement. 

 

2. To drain these areas -- oven must be turned on- select "Settings" on front touch 

screen. 

 

3. Select "Diagnostics" code required is 2906 -enter. 
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4. In the "separator valve" area select ‘drain’ or ‘open’.    Then select "Dump" in the 

"Floor valve" section.  Leave the oven drain for several minutes then turn power off 

on the button below the screen. 

5. Isolate power to the oven.  

 

6. Turn water off and disconnect water supply hose at the wall tap. 

 

7. You will need to move the oven forwards to gain access to the rear of the oven. 

 

8. Unscrew the front jacking bolts until 

the feet are off the ground.  Using the 

two closed door handles, gently pull 

the oven forward. 

 

9. Remove the plumbing manifold and 

undo the connecting hoses taking note 

of where they are connected (take 

photos).  

 

10.   Drain water tank and remove (if 

fitted).   Note Connections (photos)  

 

11.  Remove all 3 back panels on post 

2017 ovens.  

 

12. Undo screws at the base and slip 

downward then out of the slip joint at 

the top.  

 

13.    On pre 2017 ovens remove the switch board panel only.  

 

Instructions for Latest version from 2017  

Fixed 3 pin coupling 

1.   Remove the vent panel to the motor 

coupling.  Undo screws and slide out.  

 

There are pads of insulation above the vents 

and these need to be preserved and refitted 

when refitting vent panel.  
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 2. Using vice grips on the smooth nuts 

on the coupling, use a C spanner to 

unlock the hex lock nuts.  

Remove all three smooth nuts and ‘O’ rings  

(keep these - you will be reusing) . 

There should be two lock nuts over grub 

screws – one grub screw on the key way, the 

other to the shaft.    

Release the lock nuts, and retighten the grub 

screws, put back the lock nuts and tighten.  

 

If top half of coupling does not have grub 

screws, please contact phone tech support. 

Procedure will change. 

3. Release the retaining nuts from 

beneath the Motor mounting flange. 
 

Do not touch the nuts on top of the 

motor mounting flange as these are 

preset.   If these are moved it will require a full motor realignment.  

 

4. Motor should slide off.  Snip the motor cable off at the terminal box – old cable 

can be left in place to be used as a draw wire for the new cable.  

To not adjust the nuts above the flange 
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Fitting the Drive Motor 

1. It is essential to have the tiny 

spherical bearing in the centre of 

the motor side of the coupling so 

the hole in the ball is sitting dead 

upright.  Lubricate this bearing with 

dob of ‘never seez’. 

The motor side of the coupling must be set up with o rings in place (3).    

2. Offer the motor up to the coupling on shaft. Turn the motor so that terminal box is at 

the rear of the oven.  To hold the motor in place, tighten by hand until the motor half 

of the coupling is sitting snug under the shaft coupling half.   

 

DO NOT use the nuts on the motor to forcibly lift the motor 

to its fully raised position.  This can damage the spherical 

bearing and motor bearings. 
 

3. Fit the o rings over each of the 3 pins.  Fit the 3 smooth 

nuts until they only just touch the o rings (no pressure). 

 

4. Fit the lock nut by holding the smooth nuts in place 

using vice grips.  Tighten lock nut with C spanner.  

 

5. Check the position of the middle fan runner.  It should be centre of the housing.    

If the fan height needs adjustment   Adjust the nuts above the motor flange if 

required.  Note; if nuts above the motor flange are moved, they must all be moved 

the same amount and in the same direction. ( eg. one turn all up or all down). 

Note; if carbon build up in fan runners – remove firewall panel and clean out carbon.  

Carbon build up can cause noise  

6.  Turn shaft  by hand to check that rotation spins freely.  
 

7. Connect motor to switchboard following old cable track.  
 

8. Checking rotation is correct (see decal above rear switchboard for rotation 

direction).    Motor should run quietly, no vibration and run down slowly after 

motor is turned off.  
 

9. Release grub screws on bearing at top of oven on fan shaft to release any tension 

and retighten.  
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Instructions for Older style Rubber cross coupling  < 2016 

The older style Rubber cross coupling have 

a motor with two style of shaft -  a long and 

short shaft.   

The short shaft is no longer supplied; 

however, spacers are provided and can be 

used if required.  

 

 

Use a ball end Allen key long series to undo  

Motor retaining socket screws.  (4)  

Motor will Drop.  

 

When motor is 

removed, turn the fan 

shaft by hand – should 

run freely without 

noise. 

Note; if carbon build up 

in fan runners – remove 

firewall panel and clean 

out carbon.  Carbon 

build up can cause noise 

If it does not run freely, remove the drive belt from top of oven and spin fan shaft by 

hand again – to see if it runs freely – should be no resistance.  If it does not run free, 

either top or bottom bearing may need replacing.  In some cases, the bearing may be the 

fault and not the motor.   

To test the motor – block it to enable safe running out of oven. 

To run the motor go to screen, Diagnostics, password 2906, then press the rotation on  

for the relevant chamber  (left or Right).    Isolate the power after testing motor.  
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If motor requires replacement - cut the wire at the terminal box and leave the cable in 

place to us as a draw wire for the new motor cable.  

Check the coupling half on the fan shaft is not damaged or scoured.   It will need to be 

replaced if damaged.  

Ensure the draw bolt in the centre of the coupling half on the fan shaft is tight.  

Fit the cross rubber to the coupling half on the motor. Check if the spacers are required 

to space motor down from the mounting ring on the oven.  

Offer the motor up to the shaft coupling.  (May need to find item to temporary hold up 

motor)  Do up socket head screws – Tighten.    

Check the running clearance between coupling halves – between 1 - 2 mm. May need ‘c’ 

shims in addition to the spacers.  

 

 

Turn shaft by hand to check that rotation spins freely.  

 

Connect motor to switchboard following old cable track.  

 

Checking rotation is correct (see decal above rear switchboard for rotation direction).    

Motor should run quietly, no vibration and run down slowly after motor is turned off.  

 

Check coupling alignment – release the bolts on the motor by quarter turn, turn the 

motor on, with motor running tighten opposing bolts up, one bolt at a time.   


